
ICS3U: Introduction to Computer Science Python Basics

Data Types, Variables and Basic Output
Data Types

1. Use the type() function to identify the data type of each value.
a. 3
b. 4.5
c. 6.0

d. “hello”
e. “3.14159”
f. pi (from the math library)

2. Use the type() function to identify the data type of each result. Which do not work? Why not?
a. 3+7
b. 5+6.0
c. 6/3.0
d. “Py”+“thon”
e. “High”+5

Variables

3. Which variable names are valid, and which are not? Explain why each unacceptable variable name 
is invalid.
a. num
b. AGE
c. FiRsTnAmE

d. _count
e. 2nd_card
f. card_2

g. card 2
h. lambda

4. Choose meaningful variable names to represent each scenario.
a. The number of cards dealt to a player.
b. An employee's monthly salary.
c. The sum of the values rolled by two dice.
d. The temperature on a hot summer day.
e. The coordinates of a point on a graph.

5. Assign the values x=“house”, y=“boat” and z=“ha”, then assign the result of each expression to w .
What is the result of each statement? Which do not work? Why not?
a. x+y
b. y+x

c. z*3
d. z*x

e. x+2
f. y+“2”

6. Assign the values a=“Computer” and b=“Science”. Compare the following statements. How is their 
output similar or different?
a. print(a+b) b. print(a+“ ”+b) c. print(a, b)

7. Store your first name in a variable called first_name, and your last name in a variable called 
last_name. Print your full name to the screen on one line.

8. Assign the values x=4  and y=−5 , then print them as coordinates on a graph, (x, y).
9. Assign to three variables your three favourite foods, using meaningful variable names. Using these 

variables, print the following sentence to the screen:
I told Mr. Garvin, “My three favourite foods are ____, ____ and ____.”

10. Using all three print statements, modify the code below to print the three values on one line, each 
separated by a space.

print(2)
print(3)
print(4)


